MOUNTLAKE TERRACE POLICE
2021 ANNUAL POLICE DEPARTMENT REPORT

WASHINGTON STATE ACCREDITED

DEPARTMENT BACKGROUND

The City of Mountlake Terrace is four square miles located in south Snohomish County with a population of
approximately 21,000. Interstate 5 travels through the center of the City and is bordered by SR 99 to the
west and SR 104 to the south. Mountlake Terrace is included in the Seattle Metropolitan area, located
approximately 3 miles north of Seattle. The City is surrounded by several municipalities, these include
Edmonds, Lynnwood, Brier, Lake Forest Park and Shoreline. The northeast portion of the City is bordered by
unincorporated Snohomish County.

MISSION
SERVE ~ SUPPORT ~ DEFEND

VISION
The mission of the City of Mountlake Terrace Police Department is to “Serve” the
community with professionalism and integrity – “Support” the Constitution, Laws
and Core Values as set forth by its citizens and “Defend” the individual rights,
human dignity and quality of life for all who live, visit and work within Mountlake
Terrace.

GOALS PHILOSOPHY
Goals must be measurable, attainable and consistent with community expectations. The
Department continues to embrace the “Six Pillars” identified in President Obama’s 2015 Task
Force on 21st Century Policing as part of its goals.
1. Building Trust and Legitimacy
2. Policy and Oversight

3. Technology and Social Media
4. Community Policing and Crime Reduction
5. Training and Education
6. Officer Wellness and Safety

METHODS
“Rickover’s Rules”

Admiral Hyman Rickover was the father of the U.S. nuclear navy, which continues to have an excellent safety
record despite the highly complex and dangerous nature of its mission. He developed and often shared his
seven “rules” for success. The Department incorporates his methods for seeking excellence.
1. You must have a rising standard of quality over time and well beyond what is required for any minimum

standard.
2. People running complex systems must be highly capable.
3. Supervisors have to face bad news when it comes and take problems to a level high enough to fix those
problems.
4. You must have a healthy respect for the dangers and risks of your particular job.
5. Training must be constant and rigorous.
6. You must have a robust auditing process to assure that what you say you are doing, you are in fact doing.

7. The organization and members must have the ability and willingness to learn from mistakes of the past.

MESSAGE FROM THE CHIEF

PETE CAW
CHIEF OF POLICE

The COVID crisis continues to affect how we do business. We have been able, however, to evolve positively
while embracing the reality of remote meetings, remote training and extra precautions to keep our
employees and the community healthy. Newly passed legislation aimed at police reform has resulted in many
positive changes, but has also created some obvious contradictions between accepted case law, training
and best practices. There have been many constructive conversations between Chiefs, Sheriffs and
legislators which have now resulted in pending changes addressing the concerns of all parties . Beyond
this, we continue to be committed to practicing compassion, safe de-escalation techniques and officer
wellness.

2021 GOALS – HOW DID WE DO?
1. To complete the construction and occupation of the Police Department expansion on time and within
budget.
•

Construction is 98% complete with only two issues yet to be resolved. The training room has been
in use for several months, with both Department and regional training being conducted

2. Continue to develop personnel with succession planning in mind. (This has been complicated by COVID 19
pandemic protocol)
•

This is a work in progress with coaching and counseling, leadership training and effective

delegation of responsibility.
3. Varied and advanced training once in person opportunities resume.
• Continue to focus on mentoring and recruitment.
• Encouraging subordinates to leave their comfort zone and challenge themselves
• With the loosening of some COVID restrictions on in person training, we have far exceeded last

year’s training hour totals

2021 GOALS – HOW DID WE DO?
4. Successful deploy the imbedded social worker program.
• In cooperation with Lynnwood PD, Verdant and Compass Health

• The program will been expanded to include a second mental health professional specially training

in crisis intervention.
5. Continue, expand and improve outreach in the community
• Coffee with the City
• Ongoing
• Cops and Clergy

• Still postponed due to Covid
• Spidrtech
• Ongoing

2021 GOALS – HOW DID WE DO?
6. Refine the use of crime analysis and technology to maximize effectiveness
• Crime pattern analysis/ response times study through New World.
• The Department has developed a UAV (drone) program which focuses on officer and public

safety. The program includes tactical building search drones which assist by providing “time
distance and shielding” when searching buildings and structures ahead of officers making entry
to arrest suspects in crimes. Examples later in this report

7. Technology analysis through “Cell Hawk” , “Data Pilot 10” and other computer aided software.

1. Ongoing – We have been able to investigate and solve crimes with the use of this technology that we
otherwise would not have.

2022 GOALS
1. Provide a safe community for everyone:
a) Utilize department resources effectively.
 Develop and expand our unmanned aerial vehicle program in an effort to leverage technology for
the purpose of increasing the safety of officers and the community. This program utilizes
unmanned aerial vehicles to help provide time, distance and shielding, three tactics referenced
in recent legislative updates, policy and procedures.
b) Focus on community oriented policing.
 Expand and refine the imbedded social worker program.
 Incorporate a crisis intervention specialist into our response to behavioral health issues.

c) Work collaboratively with regional law enforcement agencies.
 Participation in the Regional Intelligence Group.
 Partnership with the United States Marshals Office as a member of the regional Violent Offender
Task Force.
d) Incorporate education and long term solution strategies with enforcement.
a) Utilize code enforcement and animal control to help maintain a clean and inviting environment.

2022 GOALS
2. Recruit and retain quality personnel / Replacing retiring Department members.
a) Maintain high standards for personnel selection.
b) Provide opportunity and new challenges for personnel.
c) Focus on succession planning and developing the next generation of Department leaders.
d) Maintain auditing systems to ensure policy compliance and community expectations are being met.
 Spidrtech
 Command review of critical incidents
 Accreditation auditing and compliance
 Lexipol
 Operate a comprehensive and robust in service training program
e) Focus on finding candidates of differing backgrounds and diverse communities.

2022 GOALS
3. Be regional leaders and set the example for modern policing as it relates to community expectations:
a) Listen to community feedback and implement change as appropriate.
b) Update and modify policy and procedures promptly.

c) Develop and promptly instruct internal training programs consistent with legislative mandates and
current events.
d) Focus on fostering a culture of partnership with the community.

e) Be as transparent as possible.
f) Recognize community support and trust is paramount to our success.
g) Be proactive in incorporating improvements and efficiencies in lieu of a wait and see approach.

TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW












The Department developed and implemented an Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) program. Four pilots
were selected and participated in expanded training, receiving their FAA certifications. This program
utilizes technology to increase safety of officers and the community by facilitating time, distance and
shielding in certain situations that present increased dangers.
The Department expanded its use of the remote restraint device program and upgraded to the most
recent generation of devices.
The Department developed and implemented a pepper ball less lethal program. Commissioned staff
were certified in the use of the devices during this period.
The department developed and implemented an additional less lethal munitions program, purchasing and
deploying a pneumatic launcher providing multiple projectile options depending upon the situation
encountered. Commissioned staff were certified in the use of the device during this period.
Portions of the police department addition were completed. The project provided staff with a state of the
art training room in addition to an interview room capable of audio/video recording.
The Department continues to utilize the Spidrtech https://www.spidrtech.com/ platform. This system
provides valuable feedback from the community and furthers allows us to focus on community priorities.

TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW

“THE SPIDR TECH PLATFORM”
A law enforcement agency’s relationship with its community begins with its customers. The interactions that
agency employees have with the community members they come into contact with can build trust and
goodwill, or cause negative effects that get amplified in the information age. This is why customer service is
a top priority for every modern law enforcement agency. The SPIDR Tech platform is the world’s first
customer service infrastructure built exclusively for law enforcement.
It enables law enforcement agencies to automatically send one-to-one text messages, emails and mobilefriendly surveys to crime victims, reporting parties and other members of the community. These messages
are triggered by RMS and CAD data. SPIDR Tech fits around your communications and investigation
workflows.”

STAFFING OVERVIEW














The Mountlake Terrace Police Department is a full service organization consisting of 28 commissioned officers complimented by
noncommissioned staff (Code Enforcement, Animal Control/Evidence Manager, Domestic Violence Coordinator, Records Specialist,
Management Analyst and Cadet.)
Officer Jeremy Perry returned to patrol as a supervisor upon completion of his tenure in the Regional Narcotics Task Force.
Officer David Nguyen was selected as a detective and assigned full time to the U.S. Marshals Violent Offender Task Force.
Officer Megan Sheets was selected as a detective and was assigned to the Investigations Division.
Three additional entry level officer candidates were hired in 2021. Officer Ryan Latchman recently completed the Basic Law
Enforcement Academy and is assigned to patrol during his field training period. Officer candidates Amalie Ratliff and David Ball are
currently assigned to the Basic Law Enforcement Academy.
Records Specialist Rebecca Guillen left to take a position at City Hall. Former Cadet Madison Fee was hired to replace her as the
newest member of the Records Staff.
Participation with North Sound Metro SWAT expanded to (2) officers. Officer Thomas Sheets was selected for this assignment joining
tenured member, Sergeant Matt Porter.
The police department developed an Unmanned Aerial Systems program and selected (4) operators for the program: Officers Carl
Cronk, Kyle O’Hagan, Eric Jones and Sergeant Brian Moss.
Officer Michael Hoeth retired after 25 years of service to the Mountlake Terrace Community. Reserve Officer AJ Werfelmann also
retired after 25 years of volunteer service as a Reserve Officer to the Mountlake Terrace Community. Upon Officer Werfelmann’s
retirement, the reserve program was sunsetted.
Due to COVID-19 several non-commissioned personnel and detectives worked remotely during 2020. The police department returned
to full time in person work during 2021.
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OPERATIONS DIVISION

MIKE HAYNES
PATROL COMMANDER

Commander Mike Haynes is responsible for overseeing the Operations Division. The Operations Division is the
largest division within the police department and includes uniformed patrol, Narcotics K9, SWAT, School Resource
officer and traffic enforcement. Patrol officers are the most visible and recognizable part of the Mountlake Terrace
Police Department because they are the ones the community sees the most. Their dedication to service shows
each time they respond to a call. This makes them an indispensable part of Mountlake Terrace and their
commitment to safety of this community is unparalleled. The 20 officers and sergeants of the Mountlake Terrace
Police Department Patrol Section have numerous responsibilities they must perform throughout the course of a
12-hour shift.

OPERATIONS DIVISION BY THE NUMBERS

CALLS FOR SERVICE

INFRACTIONS

ARRESTS
565

662
18,469

18,014

416

562

508

15,430

154
EACH TIME AN OFFICER IS DISPATCHED OR
INITIATES THEIR OWN ACTIVITY
2019

2020

2021

NON-CRIMINAL TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS
2019

CITATIONS

2020

2021

REPORTS

WHEN A PHYSICAL ARREST IS MADE OR A
NON-TRAFFIC CRIMINAL CITATION IS ISSUED.
THIS INCLUDES WARRANT ARRESTS
2019

2020

2021

TRAFFIC STOPS
2,556
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SUSPENDED LICENSE, RECKLESS DRIVING, ETC
2019
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A CALL THAT REQUIRES A POLICE REPORT TO
BE WRITTEN
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EVERY TRAFFIC STOP PERFORMED BY A
MOUNTLAKE TERRACE OFFICER.
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2020

2021

OPERATIONS DIVISION BY THE NUMBERS

BURGLARIES
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OPERATIONS DIVISION BY THE NUMBERS

FELONY ASSAULTS

MISD. ASSAULTS
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OPERATIONS DIVISION BY THE NUMBERS
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE CRIMES
190
177

157

ALL DOMESTIC VIOLENCE RELATED CRIMES. ASSAULT, MALICIOUS MISCHIEF, HARASSMENT, ORDER
VIOLATION, ETC...
2019

2020

2021

OPERATIONS DIVISION BY THE NUMBERS
Call Priority
Priority 1
(In progress calls, Robbery, Assault, DV, Etc.…)
Priority 2
(Suspicious persons, Trespassers, Calls that just occurred, Etc.)
Priority 3
(911 hang up calls, Civil, Parties separated, Etc.)
Priority 4
(Phone call requests, Cold Burglaries & thefts, Etc.)

Total
143
341

3394
3826

AVAREGE RESPONSE TIME IN MINUTES
PRIORITY 1

3

PRIORITY 2

3.8

PRIORITY 3

2.9

PRIORITY 4

6.2
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NARCOTICS K-9

NARCOTICS K-9
K9 Jax and handler Officer Heidi Froisland participated in weekly maintenance training. In addition to

training at the police department and public works, they trained with teams in Stillaguamish, Marysville,
Arlington and Anacortes. Officer Froisland attended K9 First Aid and CPR training in September. Officer
Froisland and K9 Jax attended a two-day practical training in Arlington in July. They had the opportunity to

train in several environments including semi-trucks, an old high school, motor homes, a storage facility and
a warehouse. The final day of training had a state recertification test. Officer Froisland and K9 Jax were
the only team to earn 100% on the test.

K9 Jax was also present at several community events. He lead the Mountlake Terrace Elementary School
end-of-the-year parade in June, went to a Boy Scouts meeting in October, posed for photographs to be
used on the cover of the 2022 Support 7 First Responder Calendar, and was at the Shop with a Cop event in

Mukilteo in December. Officer Froisland gave K9 Jax’s playing card out to kids and adult fans alike.

In 2021 K9 Jax had 24 Narcotic Detection Deployments. The top requesting agencies were Lynnwood PD (4), Mountlake Terrace PD (3),

Tulalip PD (3), and King County Sheriff’s Office (3). Some deployments involved multiple search areas. K9 Jax sniffed 20 vehicles, 5
rooms, 2 parcels, 5 items of luggage and eight lockers. During the sniffs there were 7 indications where methamphetamine was seized,
totaling 1.041 kg seized, 5 indications where heroin was seized, totaling 4.002 kg seized, and 1 indication where cocaine was seized with
13.87 g seized. In addition to the seized narcotics for the odors in which K9 Jax is trained, officers’ service of search warrants, aided by
K9 Jax’s sniff, located additional evidence of illegal activity. Officers seized 8 handguns (most confirmed stolen), $18,000.00 cash, and
over 1,300 M30/Fentanyl pills.

24 DEPLOYMENTS IN 2021
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SPECIAL SERVICES DIVISION

PAT LOWE
SPECIAL SERVICES COMMANDER
Commander Pat Lowe is responsible for overseeing the Command Services Division which consists of Investigations,
Evidence, Records, Animal Control and Code Enforcement. The Command Services Division employs three in house
Detectives, one detective assigned to the US Marshals, Violent Crimes Task Force, three Records Specialists, one Animal
Control/Evidence Technician, two Code Enforcement officers and one Cadet.
The records units consists of three Records Specialists who are responsible for many important functions including:
Police report intake and maintenance, public disclosure, concealed pistol licenses, fingerprinting and more. They are often
the first point of contact to visitors to the police department.
Code Enforcement and Animal Control also support the Department in many ways. Animal Control addresses dangerous
animal issues as well as monitoring animal licensing. Code Enforcement monitors the city for violators of our code
enforcement laws. This helps keep our city a safe and clean place to live and visit.

The Investigations Unit is primarily responsible for the investigation of major felony crimes such as homicide, aggravated
assault, sexual assault, burglary, robbery, forgery, and fraud. Detectives also investigate child abuse, neglect, vehicle
thefts, thefts from vehicles, larcenies, drug violations and work closely with our domestic violence coordinator.

DEPARTMENT TRAINING
DEPARTMENT TRAINING PHILOSOPHY:
The Mountlake Terrace Police seeks to provide ongoing training and encourages all personnel to participate
in advanced training and formal education on a continual basis. Training is provided within the confines of
funding, requirements of a given assignment, staffing levels, and legal mandates. Whenever possible, the
Mountlake Terrace Police will use courses certified by the Washington Criminal Justice Training Commission
(CJTC).

TRAINING REQUIREMENTS:
All commissioned personnel are required to receive a minimum of 24-hours of training per year as outlined
in the Washington Administrative Code and the Revised Code of Washington. Additionally, there are specific
areas of training that are Accreditation and State mandated:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Crisis Intervention Training and annual 2 hour Refresher
Blood Borne Pathogen, Hazardous Materials handling and Fire Extinguisher use
Firearms qualifications
Emergency Vehicle Operations
Force Response and Vehicle Pursuit Policy Review
24 Hour Patrol Tactics

DEPARTMENT TRAINING
IN-HOUSE INSTRUCTORS
The Police Department has instructors who provide training for the department. Having in-house instructors
reduces overall training costs and provides career development opportunities for employees. The following
is a list of disciplines where we currently have in-house instructors.

Firearms ~ Defensive Tactics ~ Patrol Tactics ~ C.I.T. ~ EVOC ~ Taser ~ Impact Munitions ~ Bola Wrap
The department maintains programs that require specialized and/or on-going training. These programs
include:

Field Training Officer ~ Drug Recognition Expert ~ Investigations ~ Background Investigations ~Supervision
and Management Records ~ Management ~ Patrol Tactics Instructors ~ SWAT ~ Firearms ~ Defensive Tactics
~ K-9 Officer ~ Violent Offenders Task Force

DEPARTMENT TRAINING
ENHANCED TRAINING

The Police Department provides some generalized training on a department-wide basis through the use of
webinars, training bulletins and briefing training. These include:

• Lexipol system’s “Daily Training Bulletins” and “Today’s Tips” provide department members ongoing
training on critical policies.
• A library of video training is available through Police One Academy and Mindflash.

• The Association of Washington Cities and the Washington Cities Insurance Authority offers training that is

vetted and approved at no cost to the agency.

• Briefing training that includes but is not limited to 67 policy reviews and practical exercises on various
policies.

DEPARTMENT TRAINING
2021 TRAINING PLAN ACCOMPLISHMENTS

• Firearms Qualification: February 2021 All commissioned staff
• Other Firearms Training: February, April, August, October, December All commissioned staff
• Defensive Tactics Training: February, April, August, October All commissioned staff
• 24 Hour Patrol Tactics: February 2021All commissioned staff
• CPR/ First Aid: February 2021 All PD staff
• Pepper Ball: April 2021 All commissioned staff
• Sage: February 2021 All commissioned staff

• Taser: February 2021 All commissioned staff
• Impact Weapons: April 2021 All commissioned staff

SUMMARY OF DEPARTMENT TRAINING 2021
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Officer Look graduated the academy.
Detective Cronk was certified as a less lethal shotgun instructor.
Several Officers have attended pre-supervisor training.
Officer Sheets attended Legal Challenges to Criminal
Investigations.
Commander Haynes attended Street Tactics for Police
Administrators.
Sgt. King attended the FBI-LEEDA Supervisor Leadership Institute.
The Department met the state mandate to have all commissioned
personnel go through at least an 8hr CIT course by 2022. A number
of Officers went through the 40hr course.
Officer O’Hagan attended NIMS ICS-200.
In April Department Firearms Training was conducted.
In April Officers were trained in the use of the less lethal pepper ball
gun.
In April Department DT training was conducted.
Officer Shin attended Collision Investigation Basic.
Several Officers attended Draeger Refresher and SFST Refresher.
Department personnel continue to train on Implicit Bias.
Several personnel attended Minimizing Work Place Gossip.
Detective Zuniga attended ICAC Investigation of Cyber Tips.
Chief Caw attended the 1st Responder Conference.
BOLAWRAP training.
Danielle Singson attended Level 2 Security Awareness.
Department Taser update training.
Commissioned staff completed 24 Hour Patrol Tactics. LETCSA
mandated class to be completed by all commissioned officers in the
state by 2028. Mountlake Terrace was one of the first agencies in
the state to complete this training. The training is designed to
increase safety for all persons involved in critical situations and
decrease the likelihood of a physical force application. Students
learned principals and techniques associated with scene safety,
pace control, de-escalation and situational awareness.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Annual two hour refresher in Crisis Intervention.
First Aid/ CPR recertification.
Annual firearms qualification.
Annual less lethal qualification (Taser, Sage).
Continuing education for Records Staff.
Officer Look completed the FTO program and now is at solo status on Sgt. Mettler’s Crew.
Officer Thomas Sheets was certified as a patrol rifle instructor.
Several Officers have attended pre-supervisor training.
August department firearms training.
During the firearms training officers attended a 2 hour legal update. Officers were tested on
the material.
Detective Megan Sheets attended Sexual Assault Investigation training.
Chief Caw attended Recruiting and Retaining the Next Generation of Law Enforcement.
Several Police Department employees attended Minimizing Workplace Gossip.
Officer Froisland attended K9 CPR and First Aid.
Department OC and Baton refresher.
Code Enforcement Officer Jenkins attended the WACE Conference.
Several Officers attended Dreager Refresher.
Several Police Department Employees attended Fostering an Inclusive Workplace- Implicit
Bias Part 2.
Detective Hatchel and Detective Zuniga attended Washington Homicide Investigators
Association Conference.
Officer Marshall was certified as an FN303 less lethal instructor.
New employees Amalie Ratliff and David Ball completed and passed NIMS-ICS 100 and 700.
Amalie Ratliff and David Ball have started academy training.
Detective M. Sheets attended cyber investigations training
FN 303 department training and certification.
FAA Certification Prep for department drone operators.
Fostering an Inclusive Workplace, Implicit Bias Part 2 (PD Staff).
Basic UAS Pilot Class for department drone operators.
Detective Sheets attended Advanced Crime Scene Investigations
Detective Sheets attended Basic Cyber Investigations
Management Analyst Worthen was certified as a Public Records Officer.
The Department achieved re-accreditation through WASPC.

CODE ENFORCEMENT

• 275 Property Inspections
• 9 court Transports
• 58 Cases Opened
• 36 Impounds

• 1,584 Community Contacts
• 412 Tow Notices/ Correction Notices
• 348 Parking Infractions

CODE ENFORCEMENT
SUMMARY FOR THE PROPERTY ABATEMENT PROCESS

•

Once Code Enforcement receives a property complaint, they will follow up and investigate to find out whether or not the complaint violates the City’s municipal
nuisance code.

•

At this point, the City will enter into a Voluntary Compliance Agreement (VCA) with the property owner/occupant or anyone involved with the violation which

currently exist on the property.
•

If the involved party is showing significant progress, then accommodations can be made by the City, and extra time may be granted to comply. If the VCA is
disregarded or no attempts are made to correct the violations, Code Enforcement may issue a civil Notice and Order.

•

If Code Enforcement issues a civil Notice and Order, those involved will have 16 days to comply with the notice. The same discretion applies to the Notice and

Order as it does with the VCA.
•

If the property and those involved have not complied with the Notice and Order once it has expired, the City can take steps to request a judicial warrant for
abatement through the Snohomish County Superior Court.

•

If a judicial warrant for abatement is granted through the courts, the City may then have the property cleaned up without further notice to the party

involved. The costs in which the City has accrued throughout this process will be the responsibility of those who are legally responsible for the property.

INVESTIGATIONS
The detective unit is comprised of one Detective Sergeant, three in house Detectives and one Detective assigned to the
US Marshals Service. They are primarily responsible for the investigation of major felony crimes such as homicide,
aggravated assault, sexual assault, burglary, robbery, forgery, and fraud. Detectives also investigate child abuse, neglect,
vehicle thefts, thefts from vehicles, larcenies, drug violations and work closely with our Domestic Violence Coordinator.

Detective Victor Zuniga

Detective Megan Sheets

Detective Pat Hatchel

Sergeant Scott Burkett

INVESTIGATIONS
231 cases were assigned to Investigations 2021. Here is a breakdown of those cases.
Animal Complaint
AOA - Fire
APS
Arson
Assault - Felony
Assault - Misdemeanor
Behavioral Health Contact
Burglary
Collision
Court Order Violation
CPS
Death Investigation
Disturbance
DUI
Eluding Police Officer
False Reporting
Fraud - Forgery - UIBC
Harassment
Identity Theft
Mal Mis - Felony
Mal Mis - Misdemeanor

1
2
2
1
13
3
2
34
5
1
5
19
1
1
2
1
11
3
3
1
1

Missing Person Adult
PSP - Felony
PSP - Misdemeanor
Rape
Reckless Endangerment
Robbery
RSO
Runaway
Sex Offenses
Suspicious Circumstance
Theft - Felony
Theft - Misdemeanor
Threats
Traffic Offenses
Vehicle Prowl - Felony
Vehicle Prowl - Misdemeanor
Vehicle Recovery - AOA
Vehicle Theft
VUCSA - Felony
Warrant Arrest
Weapons Violation

8
5
1
2
2
4
3
1
22
8
18
12
2
3
3
11
2
6
2
2
2

INVESTIGATIONS
Below are some highlights from important investigations during 2021.
Narcotics/Possession of Stolen firearms

A patrol officer arrested the driver of a vehicle on warrants. During the process of the arrest suspected fentanyl pills and a firearm were
observed in the passenger compartment of the vehicle. The driver was also a convicted felon for possessing a concealed weapon. An
interview of a passenger of the vehicle also revealed she had been meeting with the suspect to purchase narcotics from him. During the
traffic stop the suspect handed the female a large amount of cash asking that she hold on to the money. This money was later seized in a
civil hearing due to it being proceeds of narcotics sales. The vehicle was towed to the Mountlake Terrace Police Station and secured for a
search warrant. A detective applied for the warrant which was approved by a judge. Detectives served the warrant and recovered two
pistols, Fentanyl pills, and Xanax pills. A scale and drug ledger was also found. One of the pistols returned as a stolen firearm. The
suspect was charged with multiple crimes. The vehicle being driven in this incident was seized
This same subject was involved in a DV incident with his girlfriend while driving a vehicle. During that incident patrol officers again saw
drug related items and due to recent history with the suspect dealing narcotics, the vehicle was impounded for a search warrant. A search
warrant was approved and another stolen firearm was located, bullets, and a bag of Fentanyl pills. The pills were sent to the WSP lab for
testing and counting. The total count was just under 1000 pills.
Catalytic Converter Thefts
A witness called 911 after seeing a subject under a vehicle and hearing sawing sounds coming from underneath. Officers arrived on scene
and ended up arresting a subject who attempted to flee. They detained him and his vehicle. Upon inspecting his vehicle battery powered
saws and catalytic converters were visible inside. The vehicle was impounded for a search warrant. Upon searching of the vehicle
detectives did recover catalytic converters which had been cut from vehicle exhaust systems, battery powered saws and batteries, an
electric jack system, and other items to assist with stealing of catalytic converters. A sum of cash was seized from the suspect that could
be associated with his crime. The city successfully seized $2911. The suspect was booked for a variety of crimes.

INVESTIGATIONS

Assault/Shooting
A resident of the Brentwood Apartments. Located at 21900 66th Ave W was walking through the parking lot headed to his vehicle. He had a
brief interaction with another tenant of the complex who he has had prior history with. The suspect displayed a pistol and began firing at
the victim. The victim was struck with a bullet in his hip. The victim was able to get himself to his vehicle and drive himself to the
emergency room. The suspect fled from the area and ran back to his apartment. After some investigation by patrol they determined who
the suspect was and attempted contact at his apartment. After a brief standoff the suspect exited his residence and surrendered. He was
booked at the county jail. A detective responded and completed a search warrant on the apartment and recovered the firearm. The victim
survived.

Assault/Shooting
Four friends who had been out having a drink together at a bar returned back to the apartment of the Taluswood apartments located at
4309 236th St SW where a few of the subjects reside. A fifth member of this group who chose to stay behind, armed himself with a pistol
prior to the arrival of the other four. As the four friends began entering the apartment, the suspect immediately opened fire on them with
the pistol. One subject was shot in the face, and another in the neck. Multiple rounds impacted interior and exterior walls passing into
adjoining apartments. The suspect then walked away from the scene. An extensive search was done for the suspect but he was not
located. The suspect eventually turned himself in to a Seattle officer after a few weeks. Both shooting victims survived the attack. It was
later determined the suspect has some untreated mental illness that most likely provoked the attack.

ANIMAL CONTROL / EVIDENCE TECHNICIAN

Officer Elena McKee is our Animal Control Officer as well as our Evidence Technician.
While performing her responsibility as an Animal Control Officer, Officer McKee is
responsible for investigating animal cruelty cases, reports of loose animals, nuisance
wild animals and animal bites . She also enforces the leash law and other ordinances
regulating dogs, cats and other animals. In addition, she maintains pet licensing files.
While performing her responsibility as an Evidence Room Technician, Officer McKee
is responsible for processing, logging and tracking of each piece of evidence that
comes through the Police Department. Officer McKee also assists with the collection
of evidence at crime scenes working in her role as a CST. (Crime Scene Technician)
Officer McKee responded to 325 animal control calls and processed 1,755 pieces of
evidence in 2021.

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE COORDINATOR

Danielle Singson is our Domestic Violence Coordinator however she does so much more. Below is a list of
some of the accomplishments Danielle completed in 2020.
•

There were 422 Domestic Violence calls for service resulting in 190 Criminal DV cases.

•

Danielle also assists detectives in obtaining medical records, contacting victims with case updates, scheduling forensic
interviews and many other tasks relating to victims of violent crimes.

•

Some of Danielle’s other duties include
• Implementing Hotels.com gift card program with DVS to support victims with temp housing
• Coordinating Purple Light Nights campaign
• Coordinating participation in Mukilteo Shop with a Cop program
• Organizing holiday giving for a local family in need

COMMUNITY OUTREACH

The Department continues to utilize our Community Outreach Program to provide services and basic necessities to the
homeless. In 2021 the Police Department partnered with the Lynnwood Police Department and hired an imbedded social
worker to help facilitate our goals in this area.

COMMUNITY OUTREACH
Community outreach and maintaining community trust are two main priorities of the Police Department. Programs and
measures are in place to ensure we achieve these organizational goals. In person outreach contacts were limited due to
COVID-19 safety protocols in 2021. However, whenever possible staff participated in these events. Some of these
include:













Community outreach & supply program
School liaison officer program
K-9 program
Coffee with the City (virtual participation)
Association sponsored community events
 Holiday family sponsorship
 Mountlake Terrace High School Scholarship Fund
Verdant Health Commission partnership
 Imbedded Social Worker Program
Block watch program
Community sponsored event participation
 Pop up food bank
Homeless liaison officer
Partnership with Mountlake Terrace Business Association

2021 CRITICAL ACTIVITY ANALYSIS

FORCE RESPONSE
Several legislative mandates related to police use of force and vehicle pursuits took effect in July 2021.
Additional training was provided to officers based on department leadership interpretation of the legislation
and guidance from the City attorney.

2021 CRITICAL ACTIVITY ANALYSIS

In January 2021 the Mountlake Terrace Police Department became the first agency in the State of
Washington to fully implement the training mandates from the 2019 Law Enforcement Training and
Community Safety Act (LETCSA). The Department completed the training 7 years ahead of the legislative
deadline. Additionally, the department Patrol Tactics In-Service training curriculum has become one of the
model programs used by the Criminal Justice Training Commission when training other agencies. The
department currently employs two certified Patrol Tactics Instructors (1 of 2 is a Master Instructor) and
hopes to train additional instructors in 2022 to further develop the program.

2021 CRITICAL ACTIVITY ANALYSIS
Type of Force Response Used:
There were forty-one (41) individual officer force response applications in twenty-five (25) incidents in 2021.
All reported force responses were non/less-lethal. Thirty-one (31) individual officer applications involved
control tactics only (physically restrained, strike, joint lock, muscular strength, etc.). One (1) individual
officer application involved the application of a control device (baton). One (1) individual officer application
involved the use of a Taser device. One (1) individual officer application involved the coercive display only
(no use) of a TASER. One (1) individual officer application involved coercive display of a Taser and control
tactics. Two (2) individual officer applications involved control tactics and use of a remote restraint device
(BolaWrap). Two (2) individual officer applications involved the application of impact munitions. One (1)
individual officer application involved the use of the remote restraint device (BolaWrap). One (1) individual
officer application involved control tactics and the use of the Taser. In three (3) incidents a leg restraint
device was applied.
TYPE OF FORCE

2019

2020

2021

PHYSICAL CONTROL

34

8

35

CONTROL DEVICE (leg Restraint)

6

0

3

STRIKE

2

0

0

CONTROL DEVICE (Baton/ ASP)

0

0

1

SAGE

0

0

2

TASER DISPLAY

2

0

2

TASER APPLICATION

4

1

2

K-9 (BY OTHER AGENCY)

1

1

0

BOLA Wrap

0

0

3

PER YEAR

49

10

48
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Mental Capacity:
In the twenty-five (25) incidents of reportable force response involving twenty-five (25) subjects, four (4)
involved subjects reported to be under the influence of drugs/alcohol only. Eight (8) incidents involved
subjects who were both under the influence of drugs/alcohol and showed signs of mental illness. Three (3)
incidents reported the subject showed signs of mental illness only. The ten (10) remaining incidents
indicated no or unknown apparent mental issues or drug/alcohol intoxication.

SUBJECT MENTAL CAPACITY

10

8

4
3

DRUG / ALCOHOL

IMPAIRED & MENTAL

MENTALLY ILL

NONE APPARENT
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Number of Force Responses per Officer:
There were forty-one (41) individual reportable force responses in 2021. Nine (9) officers were involved in
one (1) force response application. Two (2) officers were involved in two (2) force applications. Two (2)
officers were involved in three (3) force response applications. Four (4) officers were involved in four (4)
applications. One (1) officer was involved in seven (6) force applications.
NUMBER OF FORCE APPLICATIONS

6

4
3
2
1
9 OFFICERS

2 OFFICERS

2 OFFICERS

4 OFFICERS

1 OFFICERS
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Subject Gender / Age:
In 2021 The Mountlake Terrace Police Department recorded twenty-five (25) reportable incidents involving a
force response. Five (5) of the incidents involved female subjects and twenty (20) involved a male subjects.
Two (2) force response incidents involved subjects between the ages of 14-17. Five (5) of the force
response incidents involved subjects between the ages of 18-24. Eight (8) force response incidents involved
subjects between the ages of 25-35 and five (5) force response incidents involved a subject between 36-45
years of age. There were five (5) force responses involving subjects older than 45 years.
AGE OF SUBJECT

SUBJECT GENDER

8
20

5

5

5

36-45

46 +

2
5
14-17
MALE

FEMALE

18-24

25-35
NUMBER OF FORCE APPLICATIONS BY AGE
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Type of Situation:

The type of situations officers responded to resulting in the initial force response included the following:
Assault (6), Warrant service (4), Behavior Health Crisis / Suicidal (4), Disorderly (2), Trespass (2), Hit and run
(1), Indecent Exposure (1), Theft (1), Malicious Mischief (1), DUI (1), Harassment (1), Possession of stolen
motor vehicle (1).
TYPE OF SITUATION

6

4

4

2

2
1

1

1

1

1

1

ASSAULT

WARRANT SERVICE

BEHAVIOR HEALTH

DISORDERLY

TRESPASS

HIT & RUN

INDECENT EXPOSURE

THEFT

MALICIOUS MISCHIEF

DUI

HARASSMENT

POSSESSION OF A STOLEN VEHICLE

1
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Type of Injury:
Of the twenty five subjects (25) involved subjects there were twelve (12) reported visible injuries, all visible
injuries were minor, consisting of abrasions, scrapes or red marks.
SUBJECT INJURIES
13

12
NONE

VISIBLE

Three (3) officers were injured in 2021 during force response applications.
OFFICER INJURIES
3
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Review Process:
The review process for all reportable force response applications examines the circumstances surrounding
the incident and subject/officer factors at the time force was applied. The review is forwarded through the
chain of command. Supervisory and command reviews contain the following:
• Examining the initial circumstances surrounding the incident and whether the officer had a legal right to
be at the location at the time of the force response;
• The exigency of initial contact by the officer with the violator in relation to waiting for additional officers to
arrive to assist;
• Possible alternatives and/or reasonableness of the force response in relation to the circumstances at the
time.
The information and data from the command review process is utilized to identify training needs and patterns
of behavior that can be used as an early warning system and/or defend the City against possible litigation.
A command review was conducted for each of the twenty-five (25) incidents involving a force response. All
actual force applications were found to be in compliance with department policy and procedures. Three
incidents were deemed appropriate for additional coaching and/or training with regards to force application
and procedural documentation.
Prior to completing this analysis the department Defensive Tactics Master Instructor reviews all reports,
video recordings, command reviews and in some cases officer interviews.

2021 CRITICAL ACTIVITY ANALYSIS

Conclusion:





The department was not involved in any deadly force incidents.
State mandates for crisis intervention and training in patrol tactics prompted additional training and
increased procedural reviews. The department met or exceeded training requirements.
Reported injuries were minor in all cases. This is attributed to training, policy/procedures and
administrative oversight.
Firearms training and less lethal qualifications were completed per department policy.

2021 CRITICAL ACTIVITY ANALYSIS
VEHICLE PURSUITS

Introduction:
The 2021 Mountlake Terrace Police Department Pursuit Review uses data from the past years to compare
trends. In 2021 officers were involved in four (4) vehicle pursuits. Information in this analysis reviews and
compares the pursuits from the current year to the previous year. The data is broken down into sections,
which include a specific analysis of speed, distance, road conditions, pursuit termination, the outcome of
pursuits and reasons for the pursuit.
State law defines a vehicular pursuit as:

An attempt by a uniformed peace officer in a vehicle equipped with emergency lights and a siren to stop a
moving vehicle where the operator of the moving vehicle appears to be aware that the officer is signaling the
operator to stop the vehicle and the operator of the moving vehicle appears to be willfully resisting or
ignoring the officer's attempt to stop the vehicle by increasing vehicle speed, making evasive maneuvers, or
operating the vehicle in a reckless manner that endangers the safety of the community or the officer.

2021 CRITICAL ACTIVITY ANALYSIS
Policy:
Due to the inherent dangers vehicle pursuits pose to the community and Department personnel, officers are required to
exercise excellent judgment when evaluating the necessity of initiating a pursuit. The safety of the community is
paramount to our overall mission and policy incorporates this principle. Department policy is consistent with current law
and best practices across the United States. During this period all pursuits were consistent with policy expectations.

Legal Update:
House Bill 1054 was passed and signed into law by the Washington State Legislature during 2021. Section 7 of the bill
outlined new laws limiting Law Enforcement use of vehicle pursuits. The law states the following:
A peace officer may not engage in a vehicular pursuit, unless:
 There is probable cause to believe that a person in the vehicle has committed or is committing a violent offense, sex
offense or an escape offense, or there is reasonable suspicion that a person in the vehicle has committed or is
committing a driving under the influence offense;
 The pursuit is necessary for identifying or apprehending the person; and the person poses an imminent threat to the
safety of others and the safety risks of failing to apprehend or identify the person are considered to be greater than the
safety risks associated with the vehicular pursuit under the circumstances.
 An officer must receive authorization to engage in any vehicular pursuit from a supervising officer, and there must be
supervisory control of any vehicular pursuit. The supervising officer must consider the justification for the vehicular
pursuit and other safety considerations, including speed, weather, traffic, road conditions, and the known presence of
minors in the vehicle.
Department policy was promptly updated to be consistent with the legislative update.

2021 CRITICAL ACTIVITY ANALYSIS

Training:

Emergency Vehicle Operator Course (EVOC) training involves all commissioned employees reviewing policy,
drive time, spike strip deployment demonstration and scenarios. It is important to have officers drive patrol
vehicles in a secure environment where they can learn and improve their driving techniques. In 2021 EVOC
was not conducted at the annual Police Skills Refresher (PSR) in lieu of legislatively mandated training
(LETSCA patrol tactics). PSR and EVOC will resume in 2022. However, officers did undergo training in
relation to policy review and spike strip deployment.

2021 CRITICAL ACTIVITY ANALYSIS

Pursuit Incidents:
January 22nd, 2332 hours:
The pursuit was initiated by the officer after the suspect driver intentionally rammed the officers' patrol
vehicle when he attempted a traffic stop for a traffic violation. Two subjects were in the vehicle. The pursuit
lasted between 3-4 minutes and traveled between 0-3 miles. The on-duty supervisor terminated the pursuit
due to the relatively minor initiating traffic offense. Washington State Patrol later located and apprehended
the driver. He was booked into Snohomish County Jail for eluding and other traffic offenses.
February 21st, 1604 hours:
The pursuit was initiated by the officer after the suspect driver of a stolen vehicle failed to stop when the
officer activated his lights and emergency siren. The pursuit lasted between 0-2 minutes and traveled
between 0-3 miles. The on-duty supervisor terminated the pursuit due to the risk associated with continuing
to pursue the suspect outweighing the need for immediate apprehension. Seattle Police Department later
located the suspect vehicle unoccupied. No suspects were identified.

2021 CRITICAL ACTIVITY ANALYSIS

April 28th, 2306 hours:

The pursuit was initiated by the officer after the suspect driver had assaulted an officer while driving a
stolen vehicle. The officer located the suspect and initiated a pursuit upon the vehicle failing to yield. The
pursuit lasted between 0-2 minutes and traveled 0-3 miles. A second officer used a pursuit intervention
device (spike strips) to flatten the tires of the vehicle, eventually disabling its mobility. The suspect collided
with a fence and came to rest. The suspect was safely taken into custody and booked for several offenses.

May 6th, 1339 hours:
The pursuit was initiated by the officer after it was believed the suspect had assaulted the owner of the
vehicle after stealing it. The officer located the vehicle and initiated a pursuit upon the vehicle failing to yield.
The pursuit lasted between 0-2 minutes and traveled 0-3 miles. The on-duty supervisor terminated the
pursuit after additional facts changed the necessity to pursue. The suspect was taken into custody after
abandoning the vehicle on I-5. The suspect was booked into Snohomish County Jail for several offenses.

2021 CRITICAL ACTIVITY ANALYSIS
Pursuit Summary:








All vehicle pursuits are subject to the command review process. The review process determined the
initial reason for engaging in all four pursuits were determined to be in compliance with department
policy.
Two (2) pursuits involved one officer. Two (2) pursuits involved two (2) Mountlake Terrace Police Officers.
One (1) pursuit resulted in a collision. The collision involved an officer who sustained a minor injury when
the suspect rammed his vehicle.
No accidental vehicle collisions were involved during a pursuit.
Three (3) pursuits were brief, lasting between 0-2 minutes and traveled 0-3 miles.

One (1) pursuit lasted 3-6 minutes and traveled 0-3 miles.

REASON FOR PURSUIT
ASSAULT OTHER

1

STOLEN VEHICLE

1

FELONY ASSAULT ON OFFICER

2

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5
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PURSUIT DISTANCE IN MILES

DURATION OF PURSUIT IN MINUTES
0 - 2 MINUTES

0 - 3 MILES

3

4
3 - 4 MINUTES

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

1

0

0.5

REASON PURSUIT TERMINATED
COLLISION

COLLISION

TERMINATED BY SUPERVISOR

1

1.5

2

2.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

1

TERMINATED BY SUPERVISOR

3

0.5

1.5

HOW PURSUIT ENDED

1

0

1

3

3.5

3

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5
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Pursuit Summary:









All vehicle pursuits are subject to the command review process. The review process determined the
initial reason for engaging in all four pursuits were determined to be in compliance with department
policy.
Two (2) pursuits involved one officer. Two (2) pursuits involved two (2) Mountlake Terrace Police Officers.
One (1) pursuit resulted in a collision. The collision involved an officer who sustained a minor injury when
the suspect rammed his vehicle.
No accidental vehicle collisions were involved during a pursuit.
Three (3) pursuits were brief, lasting between 0-2 minutes and traveled 0-3 miles.
One (1) pursuit lasted 3-6 minutes and traveled 0-3 miles.

Training:







Emergency vehicle operation refresher training was postponed due to state mandated training.
The pursuit policy was reviewed in a number of daily training bulletins (virtual scenario based tests).
The pursuit policy was reviewed during shift briefings throughout the year by all commissioned staff.
All vehicle pursuits were debriefed at the squad level.
Spike strip training occurred during shift briefing.

Supplemental Goals:



Officers should receive Pursuit Intervention Technique (PIT) refresher and certification.
Resume emergency vehicle operation training.
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INTERNAL INVESTIGATIONS/COMPLAINTS
The City and the police department offer a variety of methods for citizen feedback. Along with the Chief of
Police, we have a City Council, Mayor, City Manager/Assistant City Manager and a Communications Director
who work with a wide variety of community organizations and are available to citizens to ask questions or
direct comments.
Comment forms are available on our website and in the police department lobby. Feedback is solicited from
customers utilizing Spidrtech after each call for service and subsequent case closure. Contact information
is not required to submit a complaint. These are forwarded to the Chief of Police for review and action when
appropriate.
During the reporting period there were few complaints received in general. A total of three (3) complaints
were sustained. One (1) resulted in punitive discipline.
There
was one (1) complaint involving the accusation
of bias.
Complaints:
2021
Unfounded
Procedural
3
1
Driving
2
0
Demeanor/Conduct
5
4
Internal Investigations:
2021
Unfounded
1

0

Sustained
2
1*
0
Sustained

Other
0
1
1
Other

1

0
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2021 BIAS BASED POLICING
The Mountlake Terrace Police Department strictly prohibits bias based policing.


Sergeants regularly review policy pertaining to this subject with employees, at a minimum of once
annually.
 In 2021 there was one (1) complaint received involving the allegation of bias based policing. Subsequent
to an investigation performed by an external law firm the complaint was not sustained. It appeared to be
a misunderstanding between the two parties involved.
 In 2021 staff continued to attend implicit bias training.
 In 2021 the Department patrol tactics instructors/LETCSA https://www.cjtc.wa.gov/letcsa/about-letcsa
completed the training program designed in 2020.
 An analysis of the department with regard to bias is somewhat challenged by a lack of available data. Of
the data available to review, no indication of bias based policing exists.
All employees are assigned a supervisor and are evaluated on a regular basis. This is as often as daily for a
new officer during field training to annually for permanent non probationary employees. No behavior
indicative of bias has been reported by any staff during the review period.

2021 BIAS BASED POLICING
MOUNTLAKE TERRACE DEMOGRAPHICS JANUARY 2021

7%

5%

7%
WHITE
ASIAN
BLACK

14%

2+ RACES

OTHER

67%

2021 BIAS BASED POLICING
2021 INFRACTIONS BY RACE

100

29
14

WHITE

OTHER

BLACK

10

ASIAN

2021 BIAS BASED POLICING
2021 ARRESTS BY RACE

390

78

WHITE

68

OTHER

BLACK

29

ASIAN

UNMANNED AERIAL SYSTEMS (UAS) PROGRAM

The Department developed and implemented an Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) program. Four pilots were
selected and participated in expanded training, receiving their FAA certifications. This program utilizes
technology to increase safety of officers and the community by facilitating time, distance and shielding in
certain situations that present increased dangers.

UNMANNED AERIAL SYSTEMS (UAS) PROGRAM

MEET OUR U.A.S. PILOTS

Sergeant Brian Moss

Officer Carl Cronk

Officer Kyle O’Hagan

Officer Eric Jones

UNMANNED AERIAL SYSTEMS (UAS) PROGRAM

2022 DEPLOYMENTS

1/13/2022 4300 BLOCK OF 212th

COLLISION

1/17/2022 EDMONDS CHURCH

ALARM / BURGLARY

1/23/2022 EDMONDS RESIDENTAIL

BARRICATED SUBJECT

1/28/2022 MLT CITY HALL

ALARM BUILDING SEARCH

2/6/2022 MLT RESIDENTIAL

WELFARE CHECK

2/6/2022 HWY 99 BUSINESS

ROBBERY WITH A WEAPON

2/13/2022 4500 BLOCK OF 224TH PL.

ASSAULT WITH A WEAPON

2/23/2022 10000 BLOCK OF EDM. WAY

SUBJECT SEARCH

3/3/2022 24300 BLOCK OF 56TH AVE W

SUSPICIOUS PERSON

3/3/2022 23800 BLOCK OF 104TH AVE W

MALICIOUS MISCHIEF

3/10/2022 23200 BLOCK OF WHY 99

ASSAULT WITH A WEAPON

3/13/2022 24000 BLOCK OF VAN RY BLVD

STUDIO SIX SEARCH

UNMANNED AERIAL SYSTEMS (UAS) PROGRAM

Building Search

Thermal Image sample

Studio Six Room
Search

High Risk Stop
Training

Infrared search for a lost 6
year old child

QUESTIONS?

